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	16 Protein synthesis: transcription and translation

Ge n es ca r ry t h e information that, along with environmental factors, 

determines an organism’s traits. How does this work? Although the com-

plete answer to this question is complex, the simple answer is that genes, along 

with the influence of environmental factors, direct the production of proteins in 

cells, and the types of proteins in a cell determine the cell’s and organism’s struc-

ture and function. When scientists set out to genetically modify an organism, their 

goal is to insert a gene or genes that code for a protein that is not normally in that 

organism.

While genetically modified organisms produce a protein or proteins that the orig-

inal organism would otherwise not produce, the process for making the proteins is 

the same for any and all cells. This process is protein synthesis. Protein synthesis 

has two phases, shown in the figure below. In the first phase, the information 

 contained in DNA is converted into a messenger molecule called messenger ribo-

nucleic acid, or mRNA. The scientific word for this conversion is transcription. In 

eukaryotic cells transcription takes place in the nuclei. The second phase of pro-

tein synthesis is translation, and this happens on ribosomes in the cytoplasm of 

a cell. In this phase, the code in the mRNA messenger molecule is translated by 

transfer RNA (tRNA), which carries the amino acids used to make a protein mol-

ecule. In this activity, you will view a computer simulation of both transcription 

and translation. You will see that these processes occur similarly in both geneti-

cally modified and unmodified organisms.

Protein synthesis
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Challenge
how does a cell make proteins with the information from dna?00

materials

For	each	pair	oF	students

 set of 10 Transcription and Translation Cards (A–J)

 access to online protein synthesis simulation 

 bag containing DNA model kit pieces

 36  black deoxyribose sugars pentagons

 36  white phosphate tubes

  various orange, yellow, blue, and green nitrogenous base tubes

 18  white hydrogen bond rods

  bag containing transcription model kit pieces

 9 purple ribose sugar pentagons

 5  purple uracil nitrogenous base tubes

  bag containing translation model kit pieces

 3 purple tRNA molecules (diamond, oval, rectangle)

 3 black amino acids (diamond, oval, rectangle)

 2 gray polypeptide bond tubes

For	each	student

 Student Sheet 16.1, “Transcription and Translation”

 Student Sheet 2.3, “Genetics Case Study Comparison,” from Activity 2

3 sticky notes

Procedure
Part a: transcription and translation

  1.  With your partner spread out the 10 Transcription and Translation cards in 

front of you on the table. Look closely at the cards. Discuss what each card 

shows and how the images on the cards differ.

  2.   To make a protein, a cell must convert the information contained in DNA 

into a messenger molecule. Then the code in the messenger molecule is trans-

lated into a string of amino acids that will make a certain protein. Place the 

cards in the order that you think shows this process. Record the order of the 

cards on the back of Student Sheet 16.1, “Transcription and Translation.”

  3.   The first stage of protein synthesis is transcription. During transcription, the 

information in DNA instructs the cell to make a messenger molecule, mRNA. 

With your partner, visit the Science and Global Issues page of the SEPUP website 

(sepuplhs.org/sgi), and go to the protein synthesis simulation. Student Sheet 16.1, 

 “Transcription and Translation,” will guide you through the simulation.
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  4.   Look at the order in which you placed the cards in Step 2. Based on what you 

viewed in the animation, was your ordering of the cards correct? If necessary, 

discuss with your partner any changes you need to make, and rearrange the 

cards to reflect the correct order of events in transcription. On the back of 

Student Sheet 16.1, “Transcription and Translation,” record the revised order 

of cards.

  5.   Based on what you observed in the animation and the information on the 

cards, fill in the transcription section of Student Sheet 16.1, “Transcription 

and Translation.”

   6.  The second stage of protein synthesis is translation. During translation, the 

information in the messenger molecule mRNA translates into a chain of 

amino acids that will make a protein. Return to the Science and Global Issues 

page of the SEPUP website (seuplhs.org/sgi) and the protein synthesis simula-

tion. Again, Student Sheet 16.1, “Transcription and Translation,” will guide 

you through the simulation.

  7.   Look at the order in which you placed the cards in Step 4. Based on what you 

viewed in the simulation, was your ordering of the cards correct? If necessary, 

discuss with your partner any changes you need to make, and rearrange the 

cards to reflect the correct order of events in translation. On the back of Stu-

dent Sheet 16.1, record the revised order of translation cards.

  8.   Based on what you observed in the animation, and the information provided 

on the cards, fill in the translation section of Student Sheet 16.1, “Transcrip-

tion and Translation.”

  9.   From the information you recorded on Student Sheet 16.1, in your science 

notebook write a description of what is shown on each card. Be sure to 

include

a. the name of each molecule involved.

b. a description of what each molecule does.

Part b: mutations
As you saw in Part A of this activity, DNA is a tem-

plate that provides information for creating mes-

senger RNA. The information in mRNA is then 

converted into an amino acid sequence, which is 

then turned into a protein. Occasionally during 

this process a mutation occurs. Mutations are 

changes in the sequence of nucleotides in a strand 

of DNA. In this part of the activity, you will inves-

tigate the effect of DNA mutations on protein 

synthesis.

Mutations can be harmful, 
 neutral, or beneficial. Certain 
strains of E. coli bacteria have 
mutations that allow them to 
withstand extreme temperatures.
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  10.  Copy the table below into your science notebook. 

  11.  With your partner, select the appropriate pieces of the Protein Synthesis 

Model, and build a single strand of DNA with the following sequence of 

bases:

  5' TACCTAGCCAGTCGG 3'

  Use the Protein Synthesis Model Key below to identify each molecule.

Protein synthesis model key

Mutation
 DNA sequence resulting 
from DNA mutation 
indicated in table

mRNA transcript Amino acid sequence Effect on amino acid 
 sequence

Original strand 5' TACCTAGCCAGTCGG 3'

Base insertion 
(frameshift)

Base deletion 
(frameshift)

Substitution

Three-base 
 insertion
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  12.  Work through the steps to translate and transcribe the DNA. Record your 

results in your data table, using the information in the chart on the next page 

to identify the amino acids.

  13.   The chart Selected DNA Mutations on the next page describes types of 

DNA mutations. According to your teacher’s instructions, explore how 

each type of mutation affects the production of an amino acid sequence. 

To do this

a.  as described by each row in the Selected DNA Mutations chart, 

sequence the DNA mutations.

b.  work through the steps to translate and transcribe the DNA. Record in 

your data table the amino acid sequence that results.

c.  repeat Steps 13a and b for each type of mutation listed in the chart, 

starting each time with the original strand of DNA from Step 10.
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  14.  Compare the amino acid sequence that resulted from each mutation to the 

original sequence. Based on your work, what can you say about the effect of 

DNA mutations on the production of amino acid sequences and proteins? 

Summarize your ideas in your science notebook.

Part C: Gene therapy Case Study

  15.   Individually read the case study on the following pages. As you read, follow the 

literacy strategy, “Read, Think, and Take Note.” 

  16.   Share your thinking with your group. Place your sticky notes on the table 

in front of you. Look for connections between your notes and the notes of 

 others in your group. 

Hint: Were there common questions people asked? Were people unfamiliar 

with the same words? Did people react differently to statements in the reading?

  17.   Place your sticky notes in your science notebook. Below each, write a short 

summary of what your group discussed and any conclusions you came to.

  18.   Record the appropriate information from this case study on Student Sheet 2.3, 

“Genetics Case Study Comparison.”

Selected dna mutations

CateGoRieS of  
dna mutationS

ChanGe in dna ChanGe to dna model

Base insertion 
(frameshift)

One nucleotide is inserted into 
the DNA sequence.

Insert a thymine after the first 
cytosine.

Base deletion 
(frameshift)

One nucleotide is deleted from 
the DNA sequence.

Delete the first cytosine.

Substitution One nucleotide is substituted for 
a different nucleotide.

Change the first cytosine to a 
thymine.

Three-base 
insertion

Three nucleotides are added or 
deleted to the DNA sequence.

After TAC, insert three additional 
nucleotides, CTG.


